*Different definitions for the phenomenon of passivation can be found in the literature. The term is used here to describe an abrupt increase in measured anode potential with time for certain combinations of flow rate and current density (see e.g. Fig. 3 ).
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EXPERIMENTAL
Most experiments were carried out under forced convection conditions in an experimental flow system similar to that described in a previous 1 study, and schematically shown in Fig. 1 . The electrolyte was pumped by a positive displacement pump* and the flow rate was measured with a rotameter.** 1/2 inch stainless steel pipes were used throughout the system.
A 30 cm long rectangular flow channel of 1 x 3 mm cross section, constructed of laminated polyvinyl chloride, was positioned upstream of the experimental cell to establish fully developed velocity profiles at the . 1 electrodes.
The electrolysis cell is shown schematically in Fig. 2 .
The cell body (B) was made of epoxy resin with the two glass side walls A limiting value of n '" 1. 5-1. 6 is reached at high current densities.
In order to account for this value of n,it either has to be assumed that . ' .. Table III wi th solubility data given in Table IV indicates that the onset. of transpassi ve dissolution coincides, at least quali tati vely, with the limiting transport of dissolved reaction products by convective diffusion. This substantiates the validity of previous results l which were obtained in a different flow system, mostly at higher current densities and flow rates.
In addition, it was found here that passivation current densities in
were esentially the same as in 1 N K 2 S0 4 . This suggests that limitations in the transport of cupric salt, rather than the formation of oxide or hydroxide, initiates the change to transpassive dissolution.
The present study also demonstrates that the transition between active and transpassive dissolution is associated with a drastic change in current efficiency for the metal removal process, .with more copper being dissolved for a given runount of charge in the transpassive region. A mechanism involving the formation of monovalent copper species at the anode, especially cuprous oxide, rather than anodic disintegration by . . 11 12 grain boundary attack ' ,seems to be the cause for the apparent increase in current efficiency. 'l'he above conclusion, although it can " -11-not be rigidly proven on the grounds of our results, is supported by the following experimental observations: (1) Cuprous oxide has been found to be the main constituent of anodic films. (2) Substantial amounts of metallic copper were observed in the x-ray patterns in acidic solutions only, consistent with the fact that Cu 2 0 disproportionates in these solutions into Cu 2 + and Cu. (3) No grain boundary attack was observed microscopically in the transpassive'region. Instead, the surfaces after transpassive dissolution had a shiny appearance and were almost randomly
e.
(4) At least in the case of chloride solutions, the presence of cuprous ion could be quantitatively verified. All these factors indicate thata disintegration mechanism, which has been proposed primarily for more reactive metals (beryllium, ~agnesium, cadmium, zinc) at low current • -17- 
